
HeC’s Universal Services have modernized the data capture process 
for many PPOs.  Paper and electronic claims are aggregated and sent 
to you in one electronic pipeline to simplify your front-end operations.  
HeC now addresses the back-end challenges as well with our PPO to 
Payor Connectivity services.  Most PPOs have dozens or hundreds of 
payor connections that must be supported, and HeC can manage these 
connections through either paper or EDI distribution. 
 
Print DistributionPrint Distribution 
 
EDI connectivity is becoming more prevalent, but many of a PPO’s 
payor clients do not produce enough volume to warrant EDI 
connectivity and support.  Distribution of paper claims with reprice 
sheets is still common and can be the most labor intensive and costly 
aspect of the claims repricing process. 
 
HeC’s can remove the matching, checking, sorting and mailing 
processes from your mailroom.  Simply deliver one electronic file to 
HeC, and we’ll distribute all your repriced claims, paper or EDI, to your 
payor clients.  HeC uses state of the art mail sorting, folding, and 
printing equipment to efficiently create outbound mail pieces to payors.  
Further, HeC’s volume and aggregation techniques create huge postal 
discounts, all of which are passed on directly to the PPO. 
 
EDI DistributionEDI Distribution  
 
HeC also has established electronic connectivity with many payors.  
You can leverage our connections or we can establish new trading 
partners for you.  Also, HeC’s processes are flexible and can 
accommodate “non-standard” requirements established by some of 
your payors. 
 
Focus on your core competency as a PPO, network development and 
repricing, and let HeC unburden you from the front- and back-end 
hassles that accompany the repricing process.  Whether it is paper or 
EDI that you need to distribute, HeC has the unique infrastructure in 
place to streamline your process. 
 

PPO to Payor Connectivity 
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